































	School Principal: Peter Dunstan
	Council Chair: Bev O'Brien
	date of endorsement: 
	Site Context and Highlights: 2017 marked a significant year in the life of KPS.  The school continued to grow in student numbers requiring collaborative meetings between DECD and Governing Council to cater for the growth in recent years, from 208 enrolments in 2010 to 438 in 2017.  This has involved significant planning and adjustment over the past years.  KPS was also fortunate in receiving a $1million STEM grant, which necessitated much planning and change for the year.  Both aspects of the school added to the excitement and challenge of 2017.Student LearningThe site had a focus during 2017 on STEM, Literacy, Maths and Aboriginal Studies. Although successes were gained across these areas, it was also an opportunity to add a deeper and more driven focus for these areas of our curriculum.NAPLAN results indicated the school was achieving positive results with most students achieving the State National Minimal Standards. For development we need to include greater skills for students in thinking and problem solving in maths; and writing in literacy (although this was also a State wide decline.)Intervention programs continued with a focus for students in mini and multi-lit and class support provided by both the classroom teacher and SSO’s. Our Pupil Free Days and training involved a focus in maths and planning and moderation for assessment.  This was done with our staff and in collaboration with Allenby Gardens PS over 4 staff meetings.To highlight student learning our Parent Teacher “Acquaintance Night”, student interview meetings with staff and families and whole school Showcase night were attended in high numbers. The learning partnerships with school and home was very strong.Staff WorkStaff were involved in multiple aspects of training and collaboration with services and sites. Professional Learning Teams accessed ‘thinking’ T&D; staff were part of Continuity of Learning in maths both for the early years and Yr. 6//7; Thinking Maths and other programs.Assessment and Moderation were a priority.  Much work was done in dissecting data including NAPLAN and PAT R/M results.Sue Avenell led a large number of students in Maths Challenges with outstanding results - a reception student being a State winner and 4 team’s runners up across other year levels in a state wide competition.Our Preschool staff continued to develop programs for our young learners that linked with our whole site vision with excellent results. This was moved forward with Training and Development.Parent workers in our Playgroup provided great learning play for our young people.Special ProgramsThe school provided excellent opportunities for students to ‘grow’ in other aspects of their learning.NIT subjects of science, music, PE, resource based learning and Indonesian developed holistic learning for all students Our choir was represented in the ‘Festival of Music’Sports Day was an outstanding success as was our Concert Night.Bike Ed was a focus for our Yr. 4/5 students, with Transport Minister Peter Malanauskis visiting and launching the program State wide.‘Loose Parts’ was introduced in the scrub for play and adventure for students.Road MuralsDuring 2017 great collaboration work with many organisations occurred for a Road Safety Initiative. Although cancelled due to weather that year the completed project in 2018 was an outstanding success. OSHC/Vac CareWith site growth it necessitated the relocation of our OSHC service from their building to the kitchen/gyms space.  Staff did a great job in this change and provided excellent programs for both OSHC and Vacation Care. They are now working through the changes for both OSHC and Vacation Care.During the year our preschool was assessed against the National Quality Standards for National Education and Preschool Learning. KPS was proudly assessed ‘Exceeding all Standards for every area of Early Years Framework Learning Programs and operations. The improvements due to the hard work of the Preschool team was inspiring for our school community.Site Renovations/Upgrades2017 was a year of improvement for KPS facilities for staff, students and families.Of significance has been the $1million STEM upgrade which as a one off bonus KPS has been able to significantly modernise facilities for learning and pedagogy to match our school vision.  The change will be significant.In a whole list of school upgrades and renovations all will have benefits for our KPS Community.• Staffroom, Front Office upgrade• Scrub/Wetlands• Toilet blocks• Server/IT internet upgrade• Security system• Resource Centre
	Governing Council Report: Chairpersons ReportKilkenny Primary School – Annual General Meeting 26 February 2018Kilkenny Primary School comprises of a preschool, mainstream classes, special classes and an Intensive English Language Program (IELP).  We are fortunate to be a diverse school community with students from many cultures and backgrounds.  Our learning environment is supported by some amazing and unique areas including the scrub and outdoor classroom, our expansive Stephanie Alexander garden and kitchen areas, an orchard (complete with chickens, ducks and bees), two playgrounds, an oval and gymnasium.Our Site Improvement Plan for 2017-20 focuses on four areas: (1) STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), (2) Literacy (3) Numeracy, and(4) Aboriginal Studies.Throughout the year the leadership team and staff presented a range of data and reports to Governing Council on these topics.  It is pleasing to note the commitment to professional development across our staff in these areas, and the incremental progress of our students. 2017 was a challenging year for Kilkenny Primary School on multiple fronts:• Our enrolment growth continued to be strong, and by mid 2017 it was clear that our school would reach its DECD determined capacity.  This is in no doubt due to a combination of the growth across the western suburbs (which is impacting on our school together with several others in the area) and our schools positive reputation within the community.  Monitoring this growth, implementing a Capacity Management Plan, and securing additional accommodation are likely to be key areas of Governing Council’s focus for 2018.• We were fortunate to receive from the Department of Education and Child Development (DECD) $1 million to create better learning environments for STEM.  In the short term this was extremely disruptive as many classes had to move into temporary areas while the building and refurbishment took place.  We are sincerely grateful to the leadership team and staff for the efforts, which went above and beyond, throughout this time so as to ensure minimum disruption to students learning – and the many hours put in by staff throughout January 2018 to ensure we were ready to start the school year.Governing Council focused predominantly on four areas this year:• Strategic issues (including our Site Improvement Plan, school enrolment capacity and building works)• Curriculum and communication (particularly between home and school)• Fundraising, and• Being an inclusive communityOur Out of School Hours Care (OSHC) offering in 2017 included Before School, After School and Vacation Care.  These services continue to be well utilised by our families.  Due to site building works and ongoing school capacity issues it was necessary (at the end of Term 2, 2017) to relocate the OSHC program to utilise the combined areas of the Resource Centre, Kitchen, Gymnasium and adjoining playground space.  Some further minor works will be undertaken in early 2018 to ensure this area functions well.Special thanks for the efforts of Linda Mackay and Tracy Bald who on an entirely voluntary basis (together with a small group of helpers) run our schools canteen – supplying healthy and tasty snacks and lunches, and at the same time returning a small profit to the school.  We are enormously grateful for their work!Still on the note of thanks: Thanks to my fellow Governing Council members who meet twice each term, and in between times contribute many hours to sub-committees or working groups, fundraising, gathering information and speaking with other parents.  Thanks also to Mel Lambert, who resigns at the end of 2017, but for the past 4+ years has participated on the OSHC sub-committee, provided many ideas, and ably chaired and taken minutes.Thanks also to the teaching staff, school support officers, Linda and the OSHC team, Linda and Hayley for pastoral care, Kate in the kitchen, and Tony in the garden for your unique contributions to Kilkenny PS – we really appreciate it!Finally, a very special thanks to our leadership team – Peter Dunstan, Corey Taylor and Karen Alford, together with Louise Cutri in the Preschool, who are incredibly committed to making our school the best it can be, and ensuring every child is well supported and has the maximum opportunities available to them.  Looking forward, 2018 promises to be a great year at Kilkenny PS as we enjoy our new and refurbished spaces, continue to invest in our children’s learning and wellbeing, and grow our shared sense of community.Bev O’BrienChairperson, Governing Council
	Quality Improvement Planning Preschool: Kilkenny Preschool QIPImprovement Priorities 2017NumeracyCultural CompetencyContinuity of Learning for Children, families and EducatorsThrough discussion both within the education team and more widely with the school principal and a representative of DECD, we have arrived at three key improvement priorities for 2017.The first of these is to align our pedagogy and educational practice with the Kilkenny Primary School's sit Improvement Plan, Inner-West Partnership and Professional Learning Community's (PLC) numeracy focus. This will be achieved through engaging with the Early Years PLC, implementing Respect Reflect Relate (RRR) via a partnership program, and having two key educators undertake a numeracy-focused training and development program with The Smith Family. Additionally, lead educators are committed to attending regular partnership-based numeracy-focused training through the Primary Maths Association.The second improvement priority is to deepen children's meaningful understandings of Aboriginality and build the preschool children's knowledge and understandings of cultural competence. We will undertake an inquire-based project on the children's understanding of Aboriginality. A lead educator will also join a committee focusing on developing a Kaurna area in the scrub at the school. It was decided to set this improvement priority on Aboriginality within a broader focus on cultural competence in order to encompass our ongoing goal of strengthening cultural competence in the preschool.The third priority became evident during the self-review process, feedback, research,observations and family preferences that indicated the need to re-examine how session were offered at the service.The third improvement priority is to ensure that continuity of learning is planned for and occurs for children and educators and is further strengthened through the restructure of the preschool service provision. It is hoped that this will be evident in the improved relationships between children  and families and their main educator. Further, children should develop strong relationships with the other children in their group.    
	Improvement Planning and Outcomes School: Priority Area 1 STEM – Future innovation will require STEM related knowledge, problem solving, critical and creative thinking skills and the ability to work collaboratively and solve emerging world problems.  We aim to give students opportunities to apply learned skills and knowledge through Powerful Learning pedagogies.Staff attended training in STEM shared Training in StaffStaff applied new skills to learning areas across curriculumstudents involved in STEM activities and beginning to investigate around the critical and creative thinking continuumResources sought in line with Powerful Learning pedagogiesTeachers applied new knowledge of the plan design make evaluate task design modelwhole school development of STEM work plansPriority Area 2 – Using 21st century pedagogies to develop growth mindsets, executive functioning, critical and creative thinking in LiteracyMilti Lit intervention program for targeted studentsTeacher supported to implement and use Words their Way in classroom Year 2 -7Data analysis used to support and promote students to move to higher bands in NAPLAN - PATRGuided reading groups established in classroom to promote increased levels of reading competency throughout years 3-744% of students in year 3 achieving in the upper 2 bands of NAPLAN37% of students in year 7 achieving in the upper 2 bands of NAPLANUpper progress growth in reading showed 44% of Yr 5-7 students showing high growth. Our target area for 2018 site improvement plan is with our Yr 6 cohortPriority Area 3 – Using 21st century pedagogies to develop growth mindsets, executive functioning, critical and creative thinking in NumeracyStaff engaging with the critical and creative thinking continuum and applying this knowledge across their numeracy blocks throughout the school.Staff engaging with Jo Bolar Growth Mindset Pedagogy to engage more students in numeracy tasks and numeracy across the curriculum,Working toward a numeracy agreement with a focus around number fluency and problem solving. Staff engaged with a range of training and development which allowed them to develop their knowledge of Growth Mindset Pedagogy, Thinking Maths 3-7 and Continuity of Learning Yr 7-928% of students in year 3 achieving in the upper 2 bands of NAPLAN26% of students in year 7 achieving in the upper 2 bands of NAPLANHighest percentages of students were in the middle progress group with Yrs 3-5 achieving 54% and Yrs 5-7 achieving 67%.Small progress into the upper bands requires action for 2018 site improvement plan.Priority Area 4 – Develop Kilkenny Primary Schools cultural competenciesAboriginal education teacher oversaw the development of plans related to student learning. Grant funding saw the development of plans in a Kaurna learning space in conjunction with our urban camp specialisation program.Learning outcomes for our aboriginal students demonstrated good growth in literacy and numeracy as identified with Naplan/PAT testing.
	attendance rate: 
	School Performance Comment: Year 3
Approx. 75% of students achieving NMS & approx. 70% achieving DECD SEA (average all aspects) 
Mean Scores: Positive improvements since 2015 in all aspects, except writing in 2017
Mean Score Comparison: All test aspects consistently above or on par with DECD, Western Adelaide and Index of disadvantage. Below National in all aspects except spelling. 
Proficiency Bands: Numeracy & Reading, trending pattern variable across all bands. In last 2 years more students in upper bands, less in lower bands.  (Data 2014-2017)

Year 5
Approx. 80% of students achieving NMS and approx. 60% achieving DECD SEA (average all aspects) 
Progress Year 3-5: Reading, declining trend of students showing medium progress, greater number showing low progress, upper progress stable. Numeracy 30-40% students low progress. Upper progress 2017 lowest since 2013.  (Data from 2013-2017)
Mean Scores: Writing largest difference, priority focus for 2018. Reading, Numeracy, G&P results trending downwards
Mean Score Comparison: All test aspects consistently below DECD, Western Adelaide and National. On par with Index of disadvantage. Numeracy and writing lowest performing aspects. 
Proficiency Bands: Numeracy & Reading, trending pattern less students in upper bands, more in middle and lower bands. 

Year 7
Approx. 78% of students achieving NMS and approx. 65% achieving DECD SEA (average all aspects) 
Progress Year 5-7: Reading, declining trend of students showing medium progress, greater number showing low progress, upper progress variable. Numeracy large % of students in medium progress. Low % of students achieving upper progress. Results variable- no consistent pattern.  (Data from 2013-2017)
Mean Scores: Writing largest difference, priority for 2018. Other test aspects within normal variation- reading strongest. 
Mean Score Comparison: All test aspects consistently above or on par with DECD, Western Adelaide and Index of disadvantage. Below National in all aspects except reading. 
Proficiency Bands: Numeracy, stable trend across all bands. Reading, varying trend across the bands, more students in upper bands in 2017 than previous years.

	Attendance Comment: Kilkenny Primary School shows strong attendance rates from Reception to Year 7 with all cohorts above 90% attendance.This attendance has consistently been in this range for the past 3 years.The school has comprehensive policies and processes in order to maintain such high rates.
	Preschool Enrolment Comment: Preschool had an enrolment placement for 40 students.  Throughout 2017 extra-ordinary circumstances required 3 extra students to be placed. DECD funded extra staffing to cater for these extra students. Attendance rates for the centre far exceeded the state averages for example 2017 KPS Preschool attendance was 98.1% in comparison to the state average of 90.6%.
	School Behaviour Management Comment: Behaviour ManagementDuring 2017 Kilkenny Primary School had positive results regarding behaviour in classrooms and yard play. Strategies that supported a positive culture included:• engaged learning classrooms• positive programs eg Site Caring Agreements; Well Being Classroom program; Play programs, follow up with Pastoral Care Worker• yard activities• promotion of Natural Play Environments of scrubData was regularly collected and investigated by Leadership to monitor class and yard behaviour
	Client Opinion Summary: The site is utilising feedback from the pre-school in 2017.What are the things you think are positive aspects of this preschool?From day one we all felt a part of the preschool community. Teachers are kind and caring and really genuinely care about student’s needs. Teachers have an enthusiastic yet relaxed approach to learning as it happens in many forms along the way. Fantastic program that caters to all individuals. Welcoming to parent involvement Very happy with education and teachers.The educators are enthusiastic, open-minded & empathetic towards the needs of all children and their families. My son started attending Kilkenny Preschool in term 4 & my family are extremely impressed with the environment, learning techniques and open communication from all the educators. In his first week, our son was very comfortable with his new preschool; said he likes it better than his old one.Why did you choose this preschool?Lovely inviting community that is obviously attached to school and that we felt helped with transition to schoolWe chose Kilkenny Primary first & then once we were accepted into the primary school, asked for a position in the preschool. We chose KPS on the basis of its reputation.We moved from interstate into the Kilkenny primary school area, we had heard great things about the primary school and loved the idea of a preschool on site with the primary school to help make the transition to school easier.I chose this preschool because it was close by (main reason) but once I started speaking about the preschool with other parents, they had all heard about it and only heard great things. It certainly cemented the decision in my mind, and since starting there it has only made that feeling stronger again.Bush land, Kitchen programme, Location, Recommendation.Love how connected the preschool is with the school making transition easier However the preschool is a lovely safe yet inviting place of play/ learning Love the constant adding of equipment to keep children busy and interestedI could not be happier with my child’s experience at Kilkenny Preschool - it has been a wonderful part of his learning journey and he is excited about it every day he gets to be there. This has made it a great experience for me too.Starting late in the year we have felt very welcomed by the preschool staff and the other families, we really appreciate the effort that has gone into making our child feel welcome as he often takes a while to adapt to new environments.What areas do you think we need to work on to improve this preschool?i came across an article that may work for the primary school more than the preschool where the children wear slippers in the classroom to improve behavior and thus learning. https://www.theguardian.com/education/2017/jan/31/primary-school-pupils-slippers-class-findern-derby-shoeless
	DECO Relevant History Screening: To work with children and young people in SA government educational sites and services you must have a current relevant history screening. • All employees of a part-time, full-time or casual basis employed by the Department for Education and Child Development (DECD). Teachers are screened through the Teachers Registration Board of SA as part of the registration process. • All volunteers, work experience and pre-service teachers are screened through the Department for Communities and Social Inclusion (DCSI) Screening unit.
	Destination Comment: 92.5% of Preschool students transferred into Kilkenny Primary School reception classes.This demonstrates a strong connection between both sites. Students transferring to a new destination showed 59% transferring to a SA Government School, the main cohort being Year 7 students.20% of our students who left went Interstate or Overseas
	Amount Fund Raising:     6 381-25
	AmountGrants Commonwealth:     9 980-00
	AmountGrants State:     40 223-82
	AmountOther: 
	AmountParent Contributions:     108 478-60
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesAboriginal Languages Programs Initiatives: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesBetter Schools Funding: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Behaviour Management and Engagement: students were supported in the classroom and in the yard. Extra support in class supported students with resources and strategies to achieve behaviour goals. 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Outcomes for Gifted Students: Through Inquiry and extension within classrooms students are developing critical and creative thinking skills.
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with Disabilities: SSO support provided in class
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with an Additional Language or Dialect: EALD teacher and SSO's working collaboratively with teachers in class. EALD teacher working with small groups of students on explicit learning tasks.Mini/ Multi Lit support provided
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesPrimary School Counsellor if applicable: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesRow4: AET to support students in class in  collaboration with class teacher and ACEO to achieve goals in ILP Students withdrawn for intensive work with SSO’s 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant SEA outcomesSpecialist School Reporting as required: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesAboriginal Languages Programs Initiatives: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesBetter Schools Funding: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Behaviour Management and Engagement: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Outcomes for Gifted Students: Students displaying critical and creative thinking skills and applying them.
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with Disabilities: Students working towards and achieving SMART goals set on ILP Gradual growth 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved Outcomes for Students with an Additional Language or Dialect: Increased improvement in student Language Levels
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesPrimary School Counsellor if applicable: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesRow4: 
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesSpecialist School Reporting as required: 
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational Achievement  outcomes where applicableImproved outcomes for children with additional language or dialect: Bilingual support was provided for 4 students
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational Achievement  outcomes where applicableImproved outcomes for children with disabilities: In Term 1 & 2 six children received support for Speech / Language (2) Behaviour This became four children in Term 3 & 4SSO's trained in implementing speech programs which occurred across the site
	Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational Achievement  outcomes where applicableRow1: One teacher was released to mentor the graduate teacher - focusing on the implementation of the Numeracy and Literacy Indicators.T & D was explored and staff were engaged in a Continuity of Learning program involving the Early Years from KPS and Allenby gardens PS This was part of a Partnership initiative for the Inner WestA numeracy program was implemented in Term 2 in consultation with the Early Years P.L.C.
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved outcomes for children with additional language or dialect: Children and families able to engage in preschool. Supported and valued.
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesImproved outcomes for children with disabilities: Growth shown
	Outcomes achieved or progress towards these outcomesRow1: Reception staff have commented that the 2018 Reception cohort are confident and have a strong numerate foundation.Understand and use common language significant.


